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First, that it will inspire introspection and reflection by individual members and the military
profession as a whole.
Second, that it will encourage and enrich the discussion of these issues across the military
education and training community.
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The Obligations of Military Professionalism
“Service Unsullied by Partisanship”
Richard Swain, COL USA (Ret)

The purpose of this paper is to express a set of views on the ethical obligations of members of
the American profession of arms in order to stimulate thoughtful discussion and broader debate
about the proper limits of acceptable and effective professional conduct. These views are
focused for most part on the obligations of commissioned officers, but they apply in many ways
to the public and private conduct of senior non-commissioned officers, and indeed, all military
members. They depend to a large degree on a particular understanding of the governing compact
of this country and the behavior American citizens expect of their uniformed servants.
As in any serious, thoughtful discussion between professionals, there will be aspects of these
views that will not receive universal assent. Some positions will be challenged by other equally
strong and honest views, grounded on other principles, other readings of the Constitution, and
other understandings of the boundaries of the profession of arms. As a profession, we should
have that discussion.
Beyond the universal agreement that the members of the Armed Forces must be bound by their
Constitutional oaths, the provisions of their appointments in the case of officers, their enlistment
contract in the case of the enlisted force, the statutes of the Congress and the regulations of the
services, there can be areas of honest difference in application. There are times when the limits
of discipline seem to conflict with the transitory demands of immediate importance, or when the
requirements of individual roles or identities appear to be opposed. At times, private values can
conflict with public policy. One must decide which will give way before the other. These
choices are not cost free and should be considered before they occur.
This paper should be read as an aspirational statement, one of the ambitions of which is that
these views be examined carefully, considered seriously, and debated thoughtfully. Where there
are differences of opinion, the ground between them should be clarified and explored so the
terms of the disagreement are better understood. The hope is that such an active discourse
among members of the American military profession will lead to a better understanding of the
nature and boundaries of military professionalism in the twenty-first century.
The paper, then, has three parts. The first will offer conclusions about professional values to
which most can subscribe. The second will offer some judgments on application of the
principles offered, based on these values and, the third, on where and how to draw lines between
acceptable and unacceptable conduct, both public and private. Linking professional values,
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judgments and conduct may help both active and retired members of an important profession to
exercise self-discipline based on reflection and thus to regulate individual conduct so as to best
serve the needs of the nation and her armed forces. All this comes down to respect for a standard
of collective and individual service to the nation that is faithful to the principles of the governing
compact and unsullied by inappropriate partisanship.
Principles of the Military Profession
Professions are identifiable vocations whose members’ discretionary practice is warranted by
society in expectation of reliable and effective application of some specialized knowledge or
skill, mastery of which requires continuous study and practice. Professions are work-related
groups of practitioners, who develop a sense of corporate identity and demonstrate a sense of
collective responsibility for the quality of the service delivered and the reputation of their
practice. Characteristically they seek some degree of control over education and certification to
practice, though formal licensure normally remains a function of government.
For the purposes of this paper, membership in the military profession is limited to those men and
women serving in the uniform of the several armed services of the United States. It
acknowledges and addresses a certain emeritus status devolving on retired members but, since
their vocation ceases to be the armed service of the nation, it seems logical that retirees, of
whatever rank, can no longer be considered full members of the military profession. Similarly,
Department of Defense Civil Servants and civilian employees of private security firms are
considered to be outside the boundaries of the military profession.
The defining skill of the military profession involves the disciplined application of lethal force,
or the credible threat thereof, in the service of the Nation. “The ultimate test for the armed
forces,” according to former JCS Chairman General John Vessey, “is the survival of the nation,
but the service of every sailor, soldier, airman, Marine or Coast Guardsman is tested in less
awesome ways every day. It is the sum of the performance of all their members [emphasis
added] that defines the success of the armed forces.” 1 Vessey argues that “there are no degrees
of importance in the service you perform…whatever the duty is it is important.” 2
Because of the consequences of failure, the basic obligation of each military member is
demonstrating competence in his or her prescribed duties and developing new skills in
anticipation of future challenges. The primary responsibility of military leaders is doing
everything they can to ensure the development of relevant skills and energy in their subordinates.
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Technical competence is not sufficient in itself but, in its absence, even sterling character is of
little use. Likewise, however, technical virtuosity, unaccompanied by the discipline of ethical
boundaries, is unreliable, often counterproductive, and even dangerous to the values it claims to
protect. It is therefore worthwhile pausing to think about the ethical considerations that ought to
govern professional conduct.
There are two common ways to approach the derivation of ethical principles for the military
profession. One begins with the nature of the military task described above. The other starts
with the proposition that military professionals are creations of government and law. The former
often becomes a treatise on just war theory, the latter a study of the philosophy of government.
Both are germane and offer unique insights, but the separation of focus they engender is
unfortunate, because these considerations are inextricably bound. For this project, both ethics
and law are taken into account.
Here we offer four intermediate touchstones or principles of the professional military ethic. The
first and least controversial is a principle of faithfulness, indeed fidelity to the Constitution. This
is underlined by the second, the fact that the military commitment is one of “unlimited liability,”
a clear-sighted description we owe to a distinguished British soldier and scholar, General Sir
John Hackett. 3 The third principle is respect for the vital importance of the connection of the
United States Armed Forces with the American people. The fourth involves an ideal of service
to the nation, unsullied by political partisanship. 4 The precise meaning of this final principle is
subject to some debate, as is its application to those retired officers who, having taken off their
uniforms, question the need, or even propriety, of continuing to observe the professional restraint
of their active duty years.
Fidelity to the Constitution is reflected in an oath. Article VI of the Constitution requires that:
“The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the Members of the several State
Legislatures, and all executive and judicial Officers, both of the United States and of the several
States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to support this Constitution.” 5 Every member of
the Armed Forces, officer or enlisted, swears an oath to this living document, an agreement “We
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the People” made about how we will be governed. The oath of enlistment and the
commissioning oath share these words: thatIwillsupportanddefendtheConstitutionoftheUnited
Statesagainstallenemies,foreignanddomestic;thatIwillbeartruefaithandallegiancetothesame.
The oaths themselves are found in federal statutes. Notably the officer’s Constitutional oath is
found in Title 5 and is the same oath administered to civilian officials. The enlisted version is
located in Title 10. 6
The Constitution is a compact of divided government, a fact that sometimes complicates the lives
of senior officers and has been used, in at least one case, to justify a serving theater commander
appealing over the head of the Commander-in-Chief to the Congress and the American people. 7
The Constitution reserves certain powers to the states and divides national authority among three
co-equal branches of the federal government. There is in the Constitution a Bill of Rights,
enshrining the notion that surrounding each citizen is a certain area of individual rights that no
government may infringe. This is the realization of Jefferson’s idea of “unalienable rights,” from
the Declaration of Independence.
The framers created a government representative of and accountable to the people. The United
States is a representative democracy, which is to say that our elected officials are empowered by
the people to act in their name and on their behalf. The people, then, are given the power to
remove their representatives at regular intervals, between times granting them the authority to
govern within the bounds of law.
The framers of the Constitution were very careful about the existence and control of federal
armed forces. They acknowledged the existence of the state militias but made creation of a
federal force optional. More critically,, they insured the military’s subordination to civilian
authority. They vested chief command in the President, while they reserved the creation and
maintenance of the Army and Navy, as well as promulgation of the rules for their government, to
the Congress. When the President and the Congress are at odds, senior military leaders can find
themselves in the middle, obliged both to defend, as officers of the executive branch, policy of
the President and to provide candid professional advice to the Congress.
When the Soldier, Sailor, Airman, Marine, or Coast Guardsman swears the oath to the
Constitution, he or she accepts and promises to sustain this division and establishment of
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authority, the principles enshrined in the Bill of Rights, and subsequent amendments that are the
nation’s warrant of justice and fairness. The Constitution requires obedience to treaties on the
law of war, which the President has submitted and to which the Senate has given assent. An oath
is an individual moral commitment made publicly. Its implications are worthy of serious
consideration, especially by those who are prepared to die in their fulfillment.
There are other important expectations of military professionals. The enlistment oath obliges
obedience to the orders of superior officers, and the commission enjoins the same of officers.
The mere fact of the Constitutional oath carries with it the responsibility for strict adherence to
the law, which no order can supervene.
Let us be clear: The oath and commission require obedience to superiors, including ultimately
the President who is Commander-in-Chief. The “true faith and allegiance” they demand is to the
Constitution, which empowers the chief executive.
Consistent with the ethos of government, and the principles that underlie the Constitution, there
is an expectation of fairness and justice in the dealings of those, who, after all, are servants of the
people. This is particularly the case in the responsibility assumed by military leaders for the
welfare of the Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, Airmen, and Coast Guardsmen, who are citizens
themselves, whose lives and welfare are the greatest trust the American people place in the hands
of their government. Congress has seen fit to make this obligation explicit in Title 10 of the U.S.
Code. 8
The second principle identified above is the shared acknowledgement of the character of the
military obligation as one necessarily involving “unlimited liability,” the acceptance of the risk
of serious harm or of death, true service before self. Though all federal employees, (save the
President, whose oath is specified in the Constitution itself) take the same oath, “to protect and
defend the Constitution,” what distinguishes Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, Airmen, or Coast
Guardsmen is that their commitment assumes an implicit willingness to lay down their lives, if
need be, in defense of the people who “do ordain and establish this Constitution.” The ultimate
implications of this commitment are captured in what Lincoln called “the last full measure of
devotion.”
Sir John Hackett reflected on this ethic of sacrifice in a television interview some years ago.
“The military makes demands,” he said, “which few if any other callings do…The whole essence
of being a soldier is not to slay but to be slain.” 9 In short, the acceptance of risk for others, not
the infliction of grievous bodily harm, is the basis of the moral claim of the member of the
profession of arms. At Gettysburg, Winfield Scott Hancock expressed this when he told
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subordinates concerned for his safety: “There are times when a corps commander’s life does not
count.” 10
That brings us to the third touchstone, or principle: respect for the vital importance of the
connection of the Armed Forces with the American people. The relationship of the Armed
Forces with the American people is both pragmatic and moral. The pragmatic fact is that the
American people generally get the military they want. They pay the taxes that finance military
salaries and buy military equipment, tanks, ships and planes. They, or their elected
representatives, decide who will be eligible for or, in the past, required to join the Armed Forces,
and who will not. Lose their trust and they won’t send their sons and daughters to serve under
arms, and they certainly won’t buy the next generation of ships, planes, or combat vehicles,
simply because military leaders say they need them.
More importantly, when the Armed Forces lose the support of the American people, service men
and women lose confidence in the value of their sacrifices, the worth of their cause, and their
trust in their leaders. Morale suffers. Discipline becomes problematic. The value of the support
from the American people in the current wars is truly remarkable when one considers it extends
to a volunteer force, which remains, still, the armed forces of the American people. This
connection is vital to the health of the Nation and the morale and success of the service men and
women of whom we ask so much.
The moral relationship with the American people is based on trust. The American people trust
the Armed Forces with the armed defense of their nation. They trust military leaders with the
lives of their spouses, their sons and daughters. They trust the Armed Forces to husband the
resources they supply to provide for their defense. They trust military professionals to behave
with legal and moral restraint when acting on their behalf and make known their displeasure
when they stray. The American people trust the military forces to do their best to secure U.S.
interests when ordered by their President, to be accountable to law, and not to threaten their lives
and welfare when stationed among them.
To accomplish their work, the American people, their Congress, and their courts have allowed
the Armed Forces to organize themselves as separate cultures, to restrict certain rights of their
members, and to practice the profession of arms with great discretion. Betray their trust and the
people can withdraw their support in all these respects. Congress can be very quick to change
the rules and withdraw discretionary authorities characteristic of professions when they are
convinced of institutional inattention or malfeasance. The American Armed Forces exist only by
the will and with the support of the American people. American military professionals must
never forget that.
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The fourth principle addressed here is service to the nation, unsullied by improper partisanship.
The role of the U.S. military is one of disinterested service, the commitment of self to the wellbeing of the nation. Critical to the contemporary American military ethos is a posture of
neutrality toward both the political issues of the day—those questions that divide the
electorate—that must be resolved by the Congress and courts, and electoral contests for public
office. The military’s standing as a profession depends to a great extent on its reliability as a
willing instrument in the hands of whoever the Commander-in-Chief of the day may be. Should
the Armed Forces, or its leadership, begin to dabble in partisan debates, they would risk their
credibility as a neutral political instrument and usurp authorities the Constitution has reserved for
others. Its standing as a legitimate public profession would be at an end. 11
This notion of partisan impartiality, of course, is a value that has not always been observed. In
the early days of the Republic, political affiliation was a matter of consequence, as it was in the
great volunteer Army that fought the American Civil War. Eventually the armed forces became
more professional and more aloof from partisan issues. 12 George C. Marshall, perhaps the
greatest American Soldier, certainly of the twentieth century, provided a model of professional
reserve, which he carried even into the president’s cabinet as Secretary of State and Secretary of
Defense. 13
There have been notable exceptions from professional reserve. President Eisenhower eventually
requested relief from his position as SACEUR when political demands having to do with the
Republican nomination began to interfere with his duties. 14 He did not resign his commission
until he was nominated, however. Naval officers remember the “Revolt of the Admirals” in
1949 over post-war defense strategy. Army Chief of Staff Matthew Ridgway, an officer of
extraordinary character, publicly disagreed with President Eisenhower’s defense policy for what
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were to him valid reasons. Conveniently, Ridgway reached the statutory retirement age at the end
of two years as chief of staff. He was not reappointed. 15 That said, it still repays reading
General Ridgway’s memoirs to acquaint oneself with his standards of professional conduct.
Notable among Ridgway’s principles were absolute candor in pre-decision advice and full
commitment to carrying out the decision once put into execution—no matter one’s doubts. 16
Applying Professional Military Values to Public and Private Conduct
That, more or less, is a summary of the core values on which most American military
professionals can agree. What makes the application of this or any set of principles, virtues, or
values difficult is that they are not always in perfect harmony, nor are they always understood in
precisely the same way. In hard cases, application requires thoughtful judgment and careful
choice. There is no single approved alternative, though there are better and worse choices based
on reflective understanding of implications and consequences. This is particularly the case with
public criticism of policy choices. Respected military leaders have not always felt the same
about the limits that should govern disagreement. It is, therefore, worth examining what these
four touchstones mean to those who interact with civilian leaders, not least on behalf of the
military profession as a whole.
Ethics and morals, doing what we should and doing what is right, are at the heart of who we are
as military men and women. Today in Iraq and Afghanistan, the American people trust and
require young Soldiers and Marines to make split-second moral and ethical decisions in a tough,
chaotic environment, snap decisions that they and the American people will have to live with
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forever. 17 Farther from the battlefield, military men and women make decisions fraught with
moral and ethical consequences as well. It is important that such military professionals reflect on
the values that should guide them in their actions before they are confronted with the
requirement to decide or act.
When men and women join the armed forces, they willingly agree to subordinate their individual
actions to the greater good of protecting vital national interests. They may be “citizens first, but
they are also Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines, and Coast Guardsmen by oath.” 18 As such, they
voluntarily give up certain freedoms that their civilian peers enjoy. Among these is full freedom
of speech. This is not to say military leaders do not give candid advice in matters under their
authority when appropriate. Rather it means that they limit their public speech out of respect for
the discipline of service and the obligation of voluntary subordination to lawful authority. This
is not a freedom taken, but one relinquished in part, voluntarily, for the good of the nation.
Members of the Armed Forces respect and obey the authority of the Commander-in-Chief, at
whose pleasure they serve, and those other senior officials of government empowered by the
American people and their elected leaders. As the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has
observed, they “do not have the right, nor should they ever assume the prerogative, to cast doubt
upon the ability or mock the motives of their civilian leaders, elected or appointed.”19
Obedience to the authority of office is an essential military virtue, and upon this respect, military
leaders should remember, rests their authority to command. 20
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Respect for legally constituted authority is at the heart of the tradition that military advice to the
President, or any superior for that matter, should be and must remain private when, given in
public, it might appear to challenge the authority or have the effect of limiting the latitude to
choose, vested in superior officials by the American people. At a more pedestrian level than
constitutional principle, collaboration between agencies within government requires mutual
respect. It is a fundamental responsibility of military leadership to model this respect at all times
and to demand it of their subordinates.
Disagreement with authority takes a number of forms. Disagreement may be over questions of
value or interpretation, over matters of policy, and over issues of politics—disagreement between
contending political voices. These distinctions are different in kind and often overlap. The
simple rule is that matters of personal value are personal and, for the most part, ought to be kept
that way or labeled as such. This is particularly the case in public endorsement of religious
commitments, where seniority of the speaker and nature of the activity may give the appearance
of an unwarranted intrusion on a highly personal sphere. Article VI of the Constitution mandates
that: “no religious Test shall ever be required as a Qualification to any Office or public Trust
under the United States.” Service, then, in so far as its public status, is established as entirely
secular.
Matters of interpretation involve arriving at an understanding about how things actually are. The
resolution, or at least the clarification of differences in understanding, is essential in hierarchical
organizations if subordinate execution is to be intelligent and informed by awareness of the
motives and wishes of the superior whose vision subordinates try to realize. Disagreement over
matters of understanding will happen frequently. Examination of differences should be
encouraged, with all parties conscious that reasonable people can see things differently from
divergent perspectives. Honest discourse, involving critical thinking and openness to difference
of view, leads to better understanding by all parties, and more intelligent and enthusiastic action
by subordinates who understand fully the decision-maker’s thought processes and intentions.
There are times and ways to disagree in public discussion without appearing to challenge the
authority of the superior, though the more senior you get, the narrower the window of
acceptability and the greater the importance of timing, if one does not wish to give the
appearance of trying to box-in the decision-maker by narrowing his or her alternatives. In
disagreement, it is important to grant decision-makers an assumption of honest intentions and,
having presented the best evidence and argument available, to respect the responsible superior’s
right to honest disagreement and, ultimately, to decide and direct. Superiors most often have a
wider and often a longer-term viewpoint than their subordinates, something subordinates should
take into account along with their own undeniably greater proximity to their immediate problem.
In the case of the military relationship with civilian authorities, the good to be protected is the
government’s confidence in the good faith and loyalty of an apolitical military that will execute
11


its lawful orders, always to the best of its abilities. This requires reciprocal trust between civilian
policymakers and senior military leaders, trust that must be built, not merely declared. It is this
value of selfless service, unsullied by partisanship, which uniformed professionals have to guard
and retain by their actions and discretion. 21 The place of the professional at the table of the
decision-maker rests in equal parts on the integrity of their actions, the quality of their
professional advice, and its political disinterestedness.
Before a decision is made, it is altogether appropriate to argue forcefully and respectfully for
your understanding of the situation, or your position on the issues in private. Subordinates
should be encouraged to challenge their superiors’ conclusions and, when available, to introduce
new facts or alternative interpretations for consideration. Disagreement before the decision
should be encouraged as a valuable contribution to decision-making. Even after a decision is
made, when the consequences matter, it can be appropriate to see the decision-maker privately,
to petition for reconsideration if the facts warrant. However, there comes a time when, having
been heard or not, subordinates are expected to salute and obey or, finding that impossible, to
walk away—quite simply to resign their position, retire, or leave the service. 22
In war, of course, the choices are starker, and walking away is seldom allowed. Matthew
Ridgway strongly opposed an Allied plan to drop his division on Rome in World War II.
Eventually, the high command decided not to execute the operation. It is useful to reflect on the
fact that when the order came to abort the mission, Ridgway was preparing to lead his men into
the action he had done everything he could to oppose, which he believed would lead to the
destruction of his division. Ridgway is adamant that a commander has a moral obligation to
oppose (but not to disobey) bad ideas that threaten his or her Soldiers for results disproportionate
to their cost in blood. “The hard decisions,” he writes, “are not the ones you make in the heat of
battle. Far harder to make are those involved in speaking your mind about some hare-brained
scheme which proposes to commit troops to action under conditions where failure is almost
certain, and the only results will be the needless sacrifice of priceless lives.” 23
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Senior officers should step aside when it becomes clear that they no longer enjoy the confidence
of their superiors, not simply because their advice is not followed on any particular issue—there
is a difference between giving advice and deciding—but when it becomes apparent through a
series of issues that they have become ineffective in their role. The public consequences of this
action being what they are, such decisions should be weighed carefully and courses of action
selected with care. General Ron Fogleman, an officer who cares deeply about professional ethics
and about personal accountability, retired early from the office of Chief of Staff of the Air Force
when he believed he was so out of step with his superiors that the good of the Air Force required
new leadership. 24 Admiral William Fallon resigned from command of United States Central
Command when he believed certain views of his had been taken by the press to indicate
disagreement with the President’s policies. 25
The question of course, is not a simple one. Circumstances and views of respected leaders differ.
Ultimately, too, Service Chiefs are Presidential appointees, but they are subordinate to the
Secretary of Defense and Service Secretaries, and their appointments require approval of the
Senate. According to David Abshire, Admiral Arleigh Burke, when Chief of Naval Operations,
demanded to see the President to oppose the policy of the Secretary of Defense and Secretary of
the Navy over retention of the draft. Eisenhower accepted Burke’s argument, dressed him down
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for embarrassing his superiors, and eventually kept him on as Chief of Naval Operations beyond
the normal four-year term. 26
More recently, General Eric Shinseki did not retire early, although it had became clear he no
longer had the confidence of senior civilian leaders in the Department of Defense. Likewise,
General Peter Pace made explicit his belief that you serve until the nation tells you your services
are no longer required. Pace remained in office to the end of his two-year term as Chairman,
although the Secretary of Defense, Robert Gates, announced he would not renominate Pace for a
traditional second term. In Pace’s case, Secretary Gates made clear that he acted under
Congressional duress and not for lack of personal confidence on his part in Pace’s abilities or
advice. The President acquiesced in Gate’s decision. Nonetheless, there are clearly
circumstances when military leaders must have the courage to step aside. This should be a rare
occurrence and, when the time comes, it should be done with dignity and without personal
acrimony or protest, with gratitude for the opportunities one has enjoyed.27
Where are the lines?
Given that military professionals are bound to disagree at some point in their careers with their
civilian leaders, where are the lines bounding appropriate public and private behavior? The first
line for consideration is one’s status, whether one’s service is in the active forces, the reserve
components, or on the retired list. This is a bright line, though less bright than some may think.
Those on the active rolls, and reserve component personnel serving on active duty, are
constrained by the discipline described above: candid advice when called for, full exertion in
support of the decision when made, or retirement, resignation or request for relief over serious
matters of interpretation of law, ethics, or morals. The time for disagreement is before the
decision is made, when the superior can be assumed to be gathering advice and have time to
reflect and respond to it. Advice that might be taken as challenging the authority of the superior
to decide and direct should be delivered in private and with some modesty.
Retired and reserve component members are essentially civilians and, so long as they present
themselves as such, would seem entitled to act with no more restraint than any other citizen. The
retired officer who has made a distinguished second career as an academic, for example, should
have full freedom to criticize as the professor that which the retired officer would not. Of course
retired officers remain part of the armed forces, on the retired lists of their services. They are
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entitled to continue to use their titles, and retired flag officers, more or less routinely, continue to
exercise such privileges as communication on star stationery. Some positive effort can be
required to separate one’s current role from one’s prior identity.
Retired military members can and do run for elective office. Who would deprive the United
States of the presidency of Dwight Eisenhower or the senatorial career of John McCain? Other
military men have held important appointments in the executive branch of government after
leaving active service, among them General Marshall, General Colin Powell, General Jim Jones,
and General Barry McCaffrey. Certainly the nation has benefitted from their service, and by the
nature of our government, such service is, in some degree, often partisan. Even George
Marshall’s tenure as Secretary of State became partisan, when the opposing party made it so.
The inconsistency comes, then, when retired officers present themselves as officers, albeit
retired, and act without the appropriate political restraint expected of nonpartisan servants of the
state. They become more problematic in the actions of retired leaders of the Armed Forces who
feel obliged to play an active public role after they take off the uniform, or in the case of some,
even to serve as public critics on the 24-hour news services long after they have any kind of
currency or accountability for their military advice. Here the guidelines are less clear. 28
It is not enough simply to say one is retired and then take a public position on a matter of
domestic policy, or criticize ongoing operations about which one likely is ill-informed, much less
enter into collective engagements to exert public pressure on a particular resolution of
contentious political issues, all based presumptively upon one’s standing as senior officer. It is
problematic when retired officers are used to promote or oppose public policy. At the very least,
this practice can undermine the authority of responsible advisors. Finally, it can send a harmful
message to young officers about the acceptability of public criticism of political leaders and
policy agendas, which is no part of professional competence. In either case, promoting or
opposing, it is particularly arrogant for former officers to presume to speak for those still serving,
on issues about which professional discretion should prevent comment.
Retired officers, who very often have little opportunity to comment before the fact, and often
possess less than full knowledge of the circumstances upon which decisions are made by
responsible officials, might think back on their expectations of support from fellow professionals
in their day. They should give those with today’s responsibility the benefit of the doubt, and
assume that they are trying to do the right thing, based on the circumstances as best they know
them, and from a seat far closer to events than the retired leader, even if he or she just returned
from a quick fact-finding trip to the locus of action. It may be entirely proper for former senior
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officers to rethink and even to recant advice given on important issues, but it is not proper for
professionals to write exculpatory memoirs settling personal scores. The latter may salve an ego,
but it undermines the current decision maker’s trust in the confidentiality of advice from
responsible leaders who follow.
There is an argument that, in a democracy, political leaders and electors have the right to, and
indeed require, a broad spectrum of informed opinions, based on experience and expertise.
Retired officers claim to provide both. Uncomfortable as that might be for incumbent officers
and officials, this is not an argument easily dismissed if that advice is both well informed and
responsible. It can be distracting and harmful when it is not. Still, taking an active role in
political nominating conventions and publicly endorsing a candidate for President seem to
involve a degree of politicization of the officer corps that does the nonpartisan traditions of the
service no good. How can it be proper for a candidate for the highest elective office in the
Republic to be required first to seek approval of senior members of the armed forces? How does
it appear when fulsome endorsement is followed by ambassadorship or other public office? In
general, the time for senior officers to give advice is while they are on active duty and
accountable for the consequences. 29
Retired officers called to testify before Congress as retired officers would seem properly to be
bound by the same lines of expertise as active duty officers are, unless they have other unique
authority. Here again, there is an issue of currency, a limit that the witness should acknowledge,
forthrightly, before commenting on matters requiring some immediate understanding. Moreover,
it would seem useful, as well, to acknowledge that in many professional matters, there is no
single reliable answer, that judgments on resolving complex situations vary, and that the
adequacy of any particular alternative will be certain only after it has been tried. It is particularly
harmful for active or retired officers to insert the military institution into the middle of partisan
political debates properly the business of the political arms of government to resolve.
In 2006, seven former flag officers felt compelled to call for the replacement of the Secretary of
Defense. That was clearly beyond the pale—not because these officers did not have the right as
citizens to voice such opinions, but because their remarks were bound to be framed, as they
were, as collective demands for Presidential action posed by a group of retired flag officers.
That bumps up against civilian control of the military. The actions of a few retired officers risked
the public trust vested in the entire military profession, both in terms of the political non
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partisanship of the officer corps and respect for the necessary subordination of the American
military to established civil authority. 30
The act could not be seen as anything other than a challenge to the authority of the President, a
challenge that, as General (Ret) Charles Boyd later pointed out, was bound to be resisted
precisely for that reason. 31 Moreover, it was bound as well to confirm the suspicion of many
Americans that the military was becoming increasingly politicized at a time when tens of
thousands of American Soldiers and Marines were engaged in two very difficult wars. It was a
very foolish and highly discreditable act and not particularly helpful to those serving officers
who remained responsible for offering candid professional advice to the national leadership,
some of whom were already said to be suspicious of the loyalty of their military advisors.
Senior officer advice rendered to political officials should be candid and confidential as
circumstances permit, not least because of the propensity of the 24-hour news channels to seek
and exaggerate any space they find between responsible officials and their advisors. In this
environment, professional advice rendered by senior officers in public can easily become a tool
turned against the responsible political leaders and can restrain improperly their freedom to
decide on the full merits of the case. This concern, not to narrow the boundaries of choice, is the
reason that responsible senior officers do not address, publicly, alternatives under consideration
by political leaders. This forbearance is intended to leave the responsible and accountable
decision maker the widest possible latitude of informed choice before the critics assemble. 32
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Questions involving important policy and matters of politics often overlap. Here the military
subordinate must walk warily. The best rule is that issues of policy should be parsed according
to the locus of authority to decide. For the most part, disagreement with the responsible
decision-maker should focus on professional military assessments of feasibility, costs, risks, and
outcomes. There may be instances in which fundamental national values are perceived to be at
stake and there, senior officials must follow their professional conscience, wherever it leads.
Where the matter becomes one of partisan politics, the military professional should be
conscientious in limiting his views on the issue to his legitimate, professional concerns and
avoid, wherever possible, taking a public position that might compromise his or his profession’s
standing for non-partisanship.
In dealing with the political and policy issues of the day, professional officers, speaking as
officers, should stick to their brief. They have no business, as officers, challenging the
announced policy of the Commander in Chief in matters of law reserved for legislative (Article
I) and executive (Article II) resolution, save on the basis of providing legitimate professional
expertise within the framework of advancing Constitutional authorities. One might argue that
their role in selling a particular decision also should be limited to judgment of purely
professional implications.
Military professionals should limit themselves to providing advice on military questions. The
professional’s brief is limited generally to providing advice on questions of feasibility—what can
be done–-and efficacy—the likelihood that the outcome desired by the policy maker will be
achieved by the actions ordered. Officers responsible for the readiness of the Armed Forces can
surely offer advice as to the impact on readiness likely to result from some action, so long as
they do so in a proper forum and can provide credible support for their position. Speaking as
professionals, the military leaders should be candid and confine themselves to those issues on
which their expertise, or professional military judgment, can claim attention. The grounds of the
advice should be clear. This is not to limit professional advice to purely technical
considerations. For example, regional commanders, and their senior staff members, very often
have insights into local situations that will be useful to policy makers and legitimately should be
shared—in private—as part of their military expertise.
Military officers have useful advice to give on the consequences of changes in public policy, but
not, as military leaders, on their social or political desirability or appropriateness. Even more to
the point, as senior military leaders, they have no business using their inherent authority and
prestige recommending, or appearing to recommend, that subordinates oppose the appropriate
exercise of executive or legislative authority based on their personal views of public morality,
however these are derived. The military are held to high ethical standards by the requirements of
service and the expectations of the public, but claiming the role of acting as the moral compass
of the nation is nothing but an arrogant conceit. It has led in some foreign states to military
intervention in the constitutional process.
18


All that notwithstanding, any officer should provide honest professional advice on matters under
their competence. What is intolerable to both discipline and professional corporateness are those
who have the opportunity to object to a certain course before the decision, say nothing, then cavil
after the fact when things do not turn out well, or perhaps worse, before that, when giving orders
to subordinates, criticize the superior’s decisions. 33
One of the most famous stories about General Marshall involves his interview with President
Franklin Roosevelt, concerning Marshall’s pending appointment as Army Chief of Staff. Eric
Larrabee writes that Marshall told the President “he wanted to speak his mind without hesitation
and that this might not always be pleasant.” Marshall asked Roosevelt if that would be all right.
The President replied that it would and Marshall rejoined, “You said yes, pleasantly, but it may
be unpleasant.” 34
You build that kind of candor in a profession by instilling it in your leaders. Junior officers
should be encouraged, within the bounds of professional responsibility, to speak truth to
authority. As Admiral Mike Mullen told the 2008 graduates at the Naval Academy, “few things
are more vital to an organization than someone who has the moral courage to question the
direction in which the organization is headed and then the strength of character to support
whatever final decisions are made.” Creating a climate that supports such candor requires much
of superiors. Junior officers, and some more senior, often will feel that they are too distant from
the locus of decision to make their voices heard. Commanders sometimes feel too busy to listen
and in so doing miss an important part of their responsibilities.
The commander of the Continental Army welcomed advice from all and sundry, but pointed out
that he was one and advisors many. Washington, while welcoming good ideas, directed that
advice be forwarded to him through intermediate general officers. 35 In most cases, trust must be
vested by all parties in the chain of command. Senior officers can show their worthiness of this
trust by making themselves accessible when they can, taking the concerns of juniors seriously,
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hearing them out, and explaining in the end why they do not agree, when they do not. 36 Dwight
Eisenhower found the time, on the evening before D-Day, to walk around the encampment of the
101st Airborne and talk to the Soldiers who would lead the attack the following morning.
Command is not a seminar in ethics, but the corporateness of a profession requires both mutual
respect and a willingness of all members to exchange serious concerns in frank discussion.
Senior officers can be caught between their responsibilities as subordinates to the Commanderin-Chief and as officers bound to be candid with the Congress. On the one hand, they are bound
to respect the President’s authority to decide and command, and on the other hand, to meet the
Congress’s requirement for candid professional advice on which to legislate. Congressmen with
an agenda opposed to the administration, of course, have no qualms about putting senior officers
on the spot. It has become routine for the Senate to extract a promise from general officers
nominated for senior positions to offer their personal judgment when asked, whether or not that
judgment is in agreement with the policy of the incumbent administration. 37 General Eric
Shinseki’s testimony concerning the number of forces required to occupy Iraq provides a recent
case in point. Shinseki, it should be noted, did his duty to the Constitution.
Such judgments, too, should be limited to those appropriate for the witness. Private opinions
should remain that, private. Moreover, just as it is improper to seek to limit the executive’s
options by public statements before the fact, it is very treacherous ethical ground when senior
military leaders attempt to challenge, or even reverse, policy or budgetary decisions by
appealing, on their initiative, for Congressional action in opposition to the executive. These are
actions of fine distinction of motivation. They must be made with full understanding of likely
impact on the necessary relationship of trust required on both sides of the governmental divide.
The great difficulty, of course, comes with questions on which the subordinate or advisor,
whether an active or a retired officer, is convinced that the moral cost of saying nothing exceeds
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the professional cost of breaking the bounds of professional propriety. Here, it seems the officer
must be sure of his or her grounds, weigh the possibility that her or his understanding may be
less well-informed than that of the responsible advisors, consider the possible impact of the
intervention on the confidence of service members in their leadership and their cause, the impact
on public understanding and subsequent confidence in their institutions and leaders, and the
possible positive and negative effect on ongoing operations—all weighed against the short- and
long-term costs of silence. In such matters, honest circumspection about possible outcomes and a
little modesty about one’s superior wisdom are perhaps all that one can expect.
Implications for the Education of Military Professionals
The condition of civil-military relations has been an issue for some time. It has been
increasingly apparent for almost two decades in a willingness of officers, particularly, to
disparage political leaders in public conversation, in the very public use of retired flag officers as
legitimizing agents at party conventions, and in the comments of retired officers, appearing
essentially as political commentators on call to the several 24-hour news networks, not because
of who they are but on the basis of who they were. No doubt all this mirrors the increasingly
sharp divisions in the nation’s body politic that began to appear in the early 1990s.
Notwithstanding the source, it is difficult to see how this development in the Armed Forces
serves the health of the fundamental relationships so important to the life of the Republic.
Indeed, the gulf between political parties increases, proportionally, the requirement for nonpartisanship of the part of the Armed Forces and of all military professionals.
Members of the profession need to reflect on and discuss the limits of propriety in public speech
and action. The spirit of the Constitutional oath implies no less, and the reputation for selfless
service demands it. Arguments for speaking out and acting politically are often defended in
terms of Rights, and opposition to the practice, in terms of Responsibilities. Rights and
responsibilities often exist in tension, with responsibilities circumscribing exercise of the rights.
The sacrificing of certain rights for the good of the nation and the discipline of the forces is one
of the principal claims of military leaders on the respect of the public. This sacrifice does not end
with retirement, so long as retired officers continue to present themselves as officers.
Retired officers, too, must continue to model the behaviors expected of the special trust and
confidence on which their commission, even though dormant, continues to rest. They must
ensure the currency of their information, respect the honorable intentions of those with whom
they disagree, and comport themselves as citizens still holding the commission of service under
the moral obligations that entails. All officers and leaders must guide their actions on the public
welfare, the morale and good order of those still serving under arms and the credibility of the
armed forces with the American people they serve.
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Serving officers were reminded by General McCrystal’s recent resignation that senior leaders
remain fully responsible and accountable for the command climate in their organizations,
particularly for the conduct of their official family. 38 Senior leaders must mentor younger
service members and take an active role in developing their professional values. Responsible
unit and division leaders need to listen well, both to the legitimate concerns of their subordinates
and to casual comments, often made without thinking but inappropriate in the discourse of
military professionals. Seniors have an obligation to help their juniors understand both the value
of listening to and mentoring subordinates, and the necessity for professional discretion,
particularly when it comes to respect for civilian control and the American people whom they
serve. Senior leaders, active and retired, need to model correct behavior in all they do. The eyes
of the troops—and of the American people—are always on them.
There is a story in the Marine Corps about a Vietnam-era Marine officer who reproved a young
rifleman with the simple words “Marines don’t do that.” 39 General Peter Pace tells a story about
his platoon sergeant, reminding him of his responsibilities simply by a disapproving look when
young Lieutenant Pace, angered by loss of a young Marine to a sniper, prepared to use
disproportional force against the village harboring the attacker. A simple look from an equally
young but trusted subordinate reminded the lieutenant of his responsibilities to keep the honor of
the officer, the Marine Corps, and the nation intact. 40 All service members, superiors and
subordinates, share those obligations in war and in peace.
Our professional military education institutions—at all levels—need to ensure that officers and
enlisted members understand the significance of their Constitutional oaths and that they reflect
on the nature of their role as members of the profession of arms, as military men and women
who are sworn servants of the American people, in our representative system of government.
Armed Forces leaders need to focus more quality time and energy on consideration of
professional military ethics and civil-military relations in PME schoolhouses. A recent
Congressional report on PME argues that “Ethics education and training should keep pace with
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the demands placed on our military leaders,” demands that include those on the battlefield, in
garrison, and within the policymaking chambers of the U.S. Government. 41
Mid- and senior-grade officers need to instill in themselves a sophisticated understanding of the
working of government and the role of professional military advice in formation of national
policies. Mid-grade and senior officers need to understand that an active interplay between
civilian authorities and operational commanders in the field is not a burden, but a healthy form of
discourse intended to harmonize practical actions with higher level goals. 42 It is to be hoped that
this interchange is always honest and forthright on both sides, but it is essential for the health of
the nation that it be carried on on the basis of selfless subordination by the leaders of the armed
forces, even when respect is not reciprocated.
Senior leaders need to reflect on their proper role in setting U.S. policy and strategy. Perhaps,
they should reflect too on the differences between advice and advocacy, the requirements for
candor in advice and full loyalty in execution. Finally, all military professionals need to take an
active hand at reinvigorating within the profession an ethic of selfless service to the nation,
unsullied by partisanship.
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commandersareinventingordiviningtheirstrategies,theirownremedies,intheabsenceofclearpolitical
guidance,sometimesafteraninitialgoalormissionhasbeentakenoverbyevents.That’swhywehaveandneed
politicalleadershipconstantlyimmersedintheweekͲtoͲweekflowoftheconflict,willingandabletoadjustas
necessarybutalwaysleavingmilitarycommandersenoughleewaytodowhatisexpectedofthem.”
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Enclosure 1: Enabling Virtues
Beyond the four basic common values, there are what one might call enabling virtues, expected
of members of the Armed Forces. The services have their separate lists, 43 but they might be
summarized as responsibility and accountability, discipline, integrity and candor, duty, loyalty,
and self-sacrifice. The officer’s commission indicates that appointment is predicated on the
appointee’s patriotism, valor, fidelity, and abilities. The public criticism that accompanies any
dereliction in these values by military figures is ample evidence that their observance is
expected. Sir John Hackett, mentioned before, observed that courage, fortitude, and loyalty
“acquire in the military context, in addition to their moral significance, a functional significance
as well.” 44
Responsibility has to do with taking ownership of your obligations. Accountability means
holding yourself subject to reckoning afterwards for all that you and those acting under your
authority do and fail to do. Accountability means learning from experience. “If you are wrong,
admit it. If you have erred, correct it.” Together, responsibility and accountability mean always
striving to conduct yourself in such a manner “that it can never be said that you demand less of
yourself or of the men and women in your charge… than that which is expected of you by your
family or your countrymen.” 45
Discipline, obedience, and respect for authority enable the military to function effectively and
are the guarantee of the nation’s trust that the armed forces will act only in their interest and
under the command and control of civilian authority. Discipline provides the will to do what
should be done. George Washington taught us that “Discipline is the soul of an [a]rmy. It makes
small numbers formidable, procures success to the weak, and esteem to all.” 46
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Army:Loyalty,Duty,Respect,SelflessService,Honor,Integrity,PersonalCourage;NavyandMarineCorps:
Honor,Courage,Commitment;AirForce:IntegrityFirst,ServiceBeforeSelf,ExcellenceinallWeDo;CoastGuard:
Honor,Respect,DevotiontoDuty.
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Hackett,TheProfessionofArms,45.Foradiscussionofservicevalues,seeU.S.DepartmentofDefense,The
ArmedForcesOfficer(Washington,D.C.:NDUPressandPotomacBooks,Inc.,2007),43Ͳ50.InaspeechattheU.S.
AirForceAcademy,Hackettlistedfortitude,integrityselfͲrestraint,personalloyaltytootherpersons,andthe
surrenderoftheadvantageoftheindividualtothecommongood.Hackett,“TheMilitaryintheServiceofthe
State,”119.
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RemarksbyADMMullenattheCommencementAddressfortheU.S.NavalAcademyAsDeliveredbyADM
Mullen,AnnapolisMD,Friday,May23,2008.
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ColonelRobertDebsHeinl,Jr.,USMC(Ret.),DictionaryofMilitaryandNavalQuotations(Annapolis,MD:United
StatesNavalInstitute,1988),93.
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Integrity and candor are required to earn the trust that must exist between the people and their
Armed Forces, and between the members of an armed force and their commanders if they are to
remain coherent under conditions of danger and privation.
Duty, “the sublimest virtue,” 47 is what motivates doing what is expected in the face of danger, or
even simple inconvenience. It is what ensures that the troops and their leaders will stick until the
job is done, or the staff officer will remain at his desk in the Pentagon until the message is sent to
dispatch the authorization to build the tool the force in the field requires. Duty accompanies the
midnight watch onboard ship on a stormy night and the squad on outpost in the Afghan cold.
Loyalty and self-sacrifice are related. Loyalty to the Constitution has already been addressed.
Loyalty to subordinates is required if loyalty to command is expected in return. Loyalty to the
force on your left and right, manifested in the willingness to stick when sorely tried, is what wins
reputations. “There is Jackson, standing like a stone wall! Rally behind the Virginians!” 48
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SometimesattributedtoaletterfromRobertE.Leetohisson,nowgenerallyagreedtobeapocryphal.
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G.F.R.Henderson,StonewallJacksonandtheAmericanCivilWar(NewYork:DaCapo,1988),110.
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